Response to Shane Denson
Meredith Nash
In writing ‘From ‘Bump’ to ‘Baby’: Gazing at the Foetus in 4D’, I wanted to
speak directly to the anxious attention situated around the moral status of the
foetus, imagined and codified on screen, whilst simultaneously underlining the
ontological confusion of fetal and maternal bodies.
My study of ultrasonography demonstrates that my pregnant informants
recognised the oppressiveness of biomedicine yet, very often, these women also
cooperated in maintaining its disciplinary bodily practices. Relying on a
Foucauldian feminist perspective in this instance, my aim was to explain how such
a contradiction was possible. In exploring how socialised (and socialising)
scientific understandings are visibly engineered to become part of a woman’s
transition to motherhood, I argued that acting as a willing participant in the
disciplining of one’s own body is reflexive, a ‘practice of the self’, and capable of
transforming subjectivity.

1

Although I still find Foucauldian theory very

persuasive, I cannot deny the difficulty in pinpointing sources of power or the
equally impossible task of defining what constitutes ‘oppression’, ‘empowerment’
or ‘resistance’. I agree with Denson that Foucauldian theory is potentially
problematic in that self‐surveillance through technology is overly focused on
practices of the body rather than how the practices themselves become embodied. 2
In Foucault’s discursively shaped docility, there is little room for transformation,
resistance or for gendered bodies.
Like Foucault, however, Merleau‐Ponty’s concept of the ‘lived body’ is one
that presumes that the body as a source for experience is by definition, male. This
conception does not account for the idea that how we perceive our bodies in daily
life can influence how we relate to other people and how others relate to us. The
actively engaged bodies of both Merleau‐Ponty and for example, the ‘absent body’
of Drew Leder, more obviously characterise affluent societies and are definitely
associated with “rationalised social systems”. 3 These instrumental approaches are
arguably Anglo ‘Western’ masculinist systems that privilege “healthy males in
their middle years not subject to the bodily processes involved in menstruation,
pregnancy, ageing, illness and decay”. 4 Masculinist phenomenological accounts
are increasingly contested by feminists because they foreground women, racial or
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sexual minorities as ‘other’ or abnormal. Whilst providing a powerful account of
‘lived bodies’ as Denson suggests, phenomenology does not provide a developed
discussion of how bodies can be socially shaped and how this may involve or
alienate individuals from society, nor does it address questions of difference. 5
With this in mind, I would argue that my qualitative feminist framework is
more conducive to the work of Iris Marion Young who has long argued that earlier
theories of embodiment mask and repress difference to the advancement of those
who are closest (physically and philosophically) to the ideal abstracted, rational
individual (implicitly male). Young argues that traditional models of embodiment
characterised by enforced homogeneity, universality and rationality comprises an
individual who has “no particular history, is a member of no communities, has no
body”. 6
Although a Foucauldian framework is troublesome, I disagree that this view is
merely discursive or that it has to symbolise a retreat from ‘real’ or ‘lived’
experience. Exploiting the productivity of discourse can be ‘potentially
destabilising for patriarchal reproductive hegemony’ and as shifting historical
practices, may be seen as integral to lived experiences. 7 As I have illustrated, in the
event of ‘seeing’ the foetus, the foetus and the spectator (the mother) are
simultaneously embodied and enworlded. In order for the 3D/4D technology to
encourage bonding, the mother (in a wanted pregnancy) must look at the
ultrasound screen as though she is looking at a ‘baby’ and not just a ‘foetus’.
Don Ihde suggests that technology withdraws into our own bodily senses as
part of our ongoing sense of bodily being. 8 However, screens in general, and in
this case, ultrasound screens, are only meaningful when they hold our attention. 9
Screens ‘claim their being’ by presenting information that is relevant to our activity
in the world. For pregnant women, ultrasound technology would have no
referrent, importance, or meaning without its on‐screen content. Women implicate
themselves in the ‘narrative’ of foetal ‘life’ through the ultrasound screen; the
foetal information on the screen would not exist without a mother. Pregnant
women must assert themselves (as embodied) through objectification and orient
themselves to the information on the screen through the inclusion of the placenta.
Altering the ‘material form’ of the technology as Denson suggests is problematic
because technoscience is an “inescapable materialisation of the world”. 10 ‘Seeing’ is
impossible without an ongoing referential of human existence; the foetus already
has a meaning prior to visualisation based on the circumstances of the pregnancy
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and women draw upon the information on‐screen as they act and relate in the
world (e.g. lived experience).
The notion that pregnancy is increasingly interpreted by biomedicine as a
‘risk’ to be ‘managed’ with the use of highly sophisticated technology is integral in
understanding how pregnant women ‘see’ themselves. Drawing on the narratives
of my pregnant informants, unsurprisingly, the medical view that a pregnant
woman is the ‘second patient’ in competition with her foetus causes many women
to feel insecure about the capabilities of their bodies and what is ‘normal’. 11
Feelings of bodily instability and disembodiment are evidenced by a range of
studies suggesting that as pregnant women are marginalised biomedically and
culturally, their feelings of bodily insecurity are manifested in their pregnant
‘selves’. 12 Therefore, the ways in which pregnant women perceive themselves is
intimately linked to cultural context but also to the ways in which biomedicine
represents women’s bodies in pregnancy. Critical to my assessment of bodily
disciplinary practices are the ideological constraints experienced by women which
change/challenge their perceptions of their own objectification. In some cases,
bodily fragmentation is transformative and my article was intended to highlight
the necessity of crafting a feminist visual literacy for understanding how the
technological relationship between mother and foetus often displaces other
discourses of connection. Rather than focusing directly on the technology as
Denson suggests, it was my aim to explore whose story is being told in the visual
narratives of fetal life and what is at stake for women in these constructions. As
Haraway suggests, feminist inquiry is “no more innocent” than any other system
of knowledge. 13 My concern has been to try and correct the myopia which has for
so long submerged women’s own responses to reproduction; to empower
pregnant women as viewers.
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